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The energy that liberates a human being from suffering is known around the world by many names,

such as Christ, Osiris-Ra, Quetzalcoatl, Jupiter, Avalokitesvara, etc. That is, Christ is a force at the

very foundation of existence, and which can emerge in a properly prepared individual. Such a pure,

divine energy can only be born in us through an immaculate conception, that mysterious symbol

present in every great mythological and religious tradition. Bringing the Christ into the world is the

duty of the Virginal Mother. The ancient Christian tradition represented the Virgin Mother just as the

Egyptians did: as a virtuous, chaste woman blessed with the sacred duty of giving birth to the savior

of the world. Unfortunately, over the centuries, the public was not taught about the true importance

or nature of the Divine Mother, or how to work with her. Now, with the knowledge written in this

book, anyone can have the precious experience of talking to their own inner Divine Mother, and be

prepared for the birth of Christ within, which is the beginning of the Direct Path to absolute liberation.

Topics include: What are Christ and Christianity? What is the Aquarian Age? The essential

foundation of all religions Prophecies coming true now Immaculate conceptions, both spiritual and

physical
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I really enjoyed reading this book. It was exactly the inspiration needed. One of my favorite

passages was "It is vain for the Christ to be born in Bethlehem if he is not born in our hearts.

Fruitless is his crucifixion, death, and resurrection in the holy land if he is not born, does not die, or

resurrect in ourselves as well."The book uncovers all the symbolisms of Christ and the Virgin Mary,

and tries to get you to focus on what is most important about Christ. (See quote above)

This is definitely a must read for those searching for spiritual truths. Samuel Aun Weor again with

depth of wisdom, offers insights. He challenges one to reevaluate what we understand about Christ

in our our lives on a more personal and individual basis. As with his other books, like Dream Yoga

or Gnostic Psychology, to name only a few, this book is one to read and then reread as the depth

can only be perceived through reading and meditation.

Let me start off by saying that I don't agree with everything Samuel Aun Weor proposes about

things like eating meat (I don't) and homosexuals (I don't like his condemnation of them even

though I'm straight myself) but he explains gnosis like a spiritual scientist. The legacy of this system

can be easily accessed through gnosticteachings.com. The people behind this organization (I don't

really know who they are) I really have to thank for the tireless efforts.I do not consider myself a

Christian, but I can easily understand and appreciate this book. Go for it.The path is narrow and

rocky, and the way is not easy. These texts will challenge you. You will grow or throw this book in

the trash and re-buy it after the shock wears off.

Master Samael Aun Weor has done it again! This book is a must read not only for Gnostic

Christians but for everyone who needs to understand the real Jesus and the Jesus in him/herself.
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